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Investigation of Wake Breakdown in Hover Using The HMB3

Solver

T. A. Fitzgibbon∗, G.N. Barakos†

CFD Laboratory, School of Engineering, University of Glasgow, G12 8QQ Glasgow, UK

The present study forms an investigation of wake breakdown in hover using the HMB3

solver. Simulations are performed for the PSP rotor blade in hover on a grid aimed at resolving

the detailed flow structures in the rotor wake. An assessment of different solver settings is per-

formed including time discretisation, spatial discretisation accuracy and turbulence modelling

on the rotor wake resolution and formation of instabilities. A particular focus is put on the

existence and resolution of S-shaped structures due to the interactions of the blade tip vortices

with the shear layers.

I. Introduction

The accuracy of hover performance predictions is of paramount importance for many vertical lift aircraft. Many

low fidelity methods such as actuator disk theory or blade element momentum theory are seen to have a major drawback

- a lack of modelling of the blade-vortex interaction and the effect of the rotor wake. Resolving the helical structure

of the rotor wake as seen by Gray [1] is seen to be a key component of a good hover solution. The rotor wake

resolution will impact the rotor downwash field, and hence the induced power prediction. Modern CFD solutions

need to accurately capture the tip vortex roll up process and the wake convection for accurate performance predictions.

While the far-field wake does not have a significant impact on the rotor performance, for an accurate numerical method,

the physics need to be resolved correctly. For this reason, the phenomenon of wake breakdown has received particular

attention in literature [2–4], to distinguish whether the wake flow structure instabilities are physical or numerical.

Recent experiments confirm the presence of S-shaped structures between the individual blade tip vortices [5], however,

many CFD solutions show the formation of secondary braid instabilities that overload the entire solution, which are not

likely to be physical. The nature of CFD solutions is a constant challenge between numerical and physical dissipation.

Many hovering solutions till date, are performed either on too coarse grids to resolve such phenomena or exhibit

damping mechanisms within the computational setup (e.g grid stretching) and/or turbulence modelling approaches.

The investigation of the correct approaches in the treatment of turbulent rotor wakes is one of the key aspects furthering

the current state of the art of hovering rotor simulations. In the present work, we aim to investigate the modelling

sensitivities associated with predictions of wake instabilities using the HMB3 solver.
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II. HMB3 Solver

The Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB) [6, 7] code is used as the CFD solver for the present work. It solves the

Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations in integral form using the Arbitrary Lagrangian

Eulerian (ALE) formulation for time-dependent domains, which may include moving boundaries. The Navier-Stokes

equations are discretised using a cell-centred finite volume approach on a multi-block grid. The spatial discretisation

of these equations leads to a set of ordinary differential equations in time,
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where 8, 9 , : represent the cell index, ] and X are the vector of conservative flow variables and flux residual

respectively, and +8, 9 ,: is the volume of the cell 8, 9 , : . To evaluate the convective fluxes, the Osher [8] approximate

Riemann solver is used, while the viscous terms are discretised using a second order central differencing spatial

discretisation. The Monotone Upstream-centred Schemes for Conservation Laws, which is referred to in the literature

as the MUSCL approach and developed by Leer [9], is used to provide high-order accuracy in space. The HMB solver

uses the alternative form of the Albada limiter [10] being activated in regions where a large gradients are encountered

mainly due to shock waves, avoiding the non-physical spurious oscillations. An implicit dual-time stepping method is

employed to performed the temporal integration, where the solution is marching in pseudo-time iterations to achieve

fast convergence, which is solved using a first-order backward difference. The linearised system of equations is solved

using the Generalised Conjugate Gradient method with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILU) factorisation as a

pre-conditioner [11]. To allow an easy sharing of the calculation load for parallel job, a multi-block structured meshes

are used. For the RANS/URANS calculations the : − l SST turbulence model is used.

For the investigation of wake breakdown in hover, various features of the HMB3 solver are utilised to reduce the

amount of damping in the solution. Firstly, a 4th order MUSCL scheme is used for better preservation of the blade tip

vortices, implemented in the HMB3 solver by Jimenez and Barakos [12]. The scheme requires second order derivatives

which are evaluated using a successive application of Green-Gauss with a minimal memory overhead of 23%. Currently,

the MUSCL4 scheme is only applied to the inviscid fluxes with 2nd order evaluation of the viscous fluxes and is only

activated on the background grid. Secondly, the Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS) clip is used to reduce the high levels

of turbulent eddy viscosity in the rotor wake seen in many RANS hover solutions [13]. The : − l SST SAS model,

leads to an additional source term in the l equation which is sensitive to resolved unsteady fluctuations. The source

term adjusts the turbulent length scale to local flow inhomogeneities, balancing the contributions of the modelled and

resolved parts of the turbulent stress tensor. The model recovers a RANS solution in stationary flows, and reduces the

eddy viscosity according to the locally resolved vortex size represented by the von Karman length scale for flows with

transient instabilities.
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III. Geometry

The four-bladed PSP rotor has an aspect ratio ('/2) of 12.2 and a nominal twist of -14 degrees. The main

characteristics of the rotor blades are summarised in Table 1. The blade planform has been generated using three radial

stations. First, the RC(4)-12 aerofoil was used up to 65% '. Then, the RC(4)-10 aerofoil from 70% ' to 80% '.

Finally, the RC(6)-08 aerofoil was used from 85% R to the tip. The aerodynamic characteristics of these aerofoils can

be found in [14, 15]. The planform of the PSP model rotor has a 60% tapered and 30◦ swept tip with the planform

geometry shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 Geometric properties of the PSP rotor blade.

Parameter Value

Number of blades (#b) 4

Rotor radius (') 66.50 inches

Rotor blade chord (2) 5.45 inches

Aspect ratio ('/2) 12.2

Rotor solidity (f) 0.1033

Linear twist angle (K) -14◦

Fig. 1 Geometry of the PSP planform [16].

IV. Grids and Computational Setup

The simulations for this study are performed on a finer grid than used for typical hover performance engineering

calculations [17]. The chimera technique is used, with all four blades modelled. A single PSP blade grid is meshed

using 7.2 million cells (28.8 million cells for 4 blades), with the root cutout neglected. The first background level a

Cartesian grid and is set to a cell size of 5%c (chord) leading to a grid size of 122 million cells. The background is then

slowly coarsened through intermediate background grids leading to a total grid size of 158 million cells. The details

of the grids are shown in Table 2. The grid setup is focused on accurately capturing the rotor blade wake up to 1.5

rotor radii, as shown in Figure 2. The simulation conditions for the wake breakdown study are shown in Table 3.

The wake breakdown investigation started from a steady hover simulation with four blades and Froude boundary
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Table 2 Details of the fine PSP hover grid used for the wake breakdown study.

Blade grid

Wall distance 5.0 · 10−62ref

Points along the span 196

Points around the aerofoil 250

Points normal to blade 74

Chimera extent 0.75c

Total size (millions of cells) 7.2 million

Background grid

Cell size of first level 5%c

Extent of first level in normal direction +1.5c to -19.5c

Extent of first level in radial direction 13.5c

Total size of first level (millions of cells) 122 million

Number of intermediate background grids 7

Cell size of outer background grid 640%c

Extent of outer background grid 256c by 256c by 256c

Total mesh size with blades 158 million cells

Fig. 2 Hover grid for the PSP rotor blade aimed at resolving the detailed structures in the rotor wake.
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Table 3 Simulation conditions for the wake breakdown study of the PSP rotor blade in hover.

Parameter Value

Rotor collective, \0 10◦

Rotor coning, V0 0◦

Blade tip Mach number 0.65

Blade tip Reynolds number 1.26 × 106

conditions. This was done to reduce the computational costs of unsteady hover simulations which require a number of

revolutions before the rotor wake develops. Four blades were used as opposed to one as study in literature indicated

that periodic boundary conditions can have a damping effect on the overall solution [2]. The steady simulation was

performed for 100,000 iterations, ensuring that the rotor wake connects with the outflow Froude boundary condition.

Before switching to an unsteady simulation the MUSCL 3rd order scheme was switched to 4th order and the solution

was continued for an additional 80,000 iterations. An unsteady RANS simulation was then launched from the steady

solution. As the steady solution was obtained in the non-inertial reference frame, no correction was required to the

grid velocities in the unsteady simulation, as the background grid was rotated together with the rotor blades. The

freestream boundary condition was also switched from Froude to farfield. The URANS simulation was performed for

four rotor revolutions at a 1 degree time step. Finally, the time step was reduced to 0.25 degree, and the SAS-clip was

switched on to reduce the turbulent eddy viscosity ratio in the rotor wake. The SAS simulation was performed for 3

rotor revolutions.

V. Investigation of Wake Breakdown - Results

The present section is aimed at evaluating the sensitivity of different computational setups and turbulence models

on the hover solution with a focus on analysing the rotor wake. Firstly, the integrated loads are compared. Next, the

wakes are compared from the RANS and SAS solutions using visualisations of Q-criterion along with a comparison

of the turbulence eddy viscosity levels.

A. Integrated Blade Loads

Firstly, the integrated loads are compared in terms of the solver order (MUSCL3 and MUSCL4) and using the

steady vs unsteady formulation. The results are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen in Table 4, the solver order or treatment of time discretisation has a minor impact on the integrated

loads. The 4th order unsteady solution has a slightly higher thrust and torque compared to the steady 3rd order solution,

with a similar value of Figure of Merit. All four cases predict a Figure of Merit within 1 count.
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Simulation �) /f �&/f FoM

RANS, 3rd order 0.0827 0.00774 0.698

RANS, 4th order 0.0836 0.00777 0.707

URANS (Jk=1◦), 4th order 0.0844 0.00795 0.701

SAS (Jk=0.25◦), 4th order 0.0838 0.00783 0.704

Table 4 Integrated loads for the PSP rotor blade at \10 = 10◦ for the RANS/URANS/SAS cases with varying

solver order.

B. Wake visualisation

The wakes are visualised for each of the cases using Q-criterion, coloured by downwash velocity. Firstly, the

steady and unsteady RANS cases are presented. Following this, the scale-resolving SAS cases are analysed. Slices of

Q-criterion for the RANS simulations are shown in Figure 3, whereas the wake visualisation is shown in Figure 4.

(a) Steady, 3rd order (b) Steady, 4th order

(c) Unsteady, 4th order

Fig. 3 Contours of Q-criterion at a slice at y=0 based on 3/4th order MUSCL extrapolation and steady/unsteady

time discretisation for the PSP rotor blade in hover using a RANS-based turbulence model.
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(a) Steady, 3rd order (b) Steady, 4th order

(c) Unsteady, 4th order

Fig. 4 Isosurfaces of Q-criterion (value of 0.001) coloured by downwash velocity based on 3/4th order MUSCL

extrapolation and steady/unsteady time discretisation for the PSP rotor blade in hover using a RANS-based

turbulence model.

The RANS based solutions were simulated first, due to lower computational costs and lower complexity. The

slices of Q-criterion at y=0 show highly similar behaviour, with coherent vortices in the upper wake region and greater

disorder in the lower wake region, where the vortices interact with each other and the shear layers. However, no

clear evidence of the presence S-shaped structures can be seen from the RANS solutions, based on the Q-criterion

isosurfaces. The 4th order solution does not lead to significant differences when compared with the 3rd order solution,

hence, the grid resolution is already sufficient enough to resolve the appropriate structures. The non-resolution of the

S-shaped structures is hence likely to be due to the turbulence modelling approach rather than grid resolution/solver

order. Moving to an unsteady solver, also does not greatly change the structure of the wake. A greater instability is

seen in the lower wake, with finer detailed structures below the root of the blades, without the presence of S-shaped

vortical structures or wake breakdown. The RANS based solutions lead to high turbulence eddy-viscosity levels in the

rotor wake as can be seen in Figure 5.
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(a) Steady, 3rd order (b) Steady, 4th order (c) Unsteady, 4th order

Fig. 5 Contours of turbulent eddy viscosity ratio at y=0 based on RANS type simulations.

The turbulence eddy viscosity is in the order of 100’s in the wake, leading to additional damping that may suppress

flow instabilities or the formation more detailed wake structures. For this reason, the decision was taken to move to

scale-resolving simulations, aimed to reducing the levels of turbulent eddy viscosity in the wake. The SAS simulation

was restarted from the URANS case with a 4th order MUSCL scheme and 0.25 degree time step. The rotor wake is

visualised over three revolutions in Figures 6-7.

(a) 1st revolution (b) 2nd revolution

(c) 3rd revolution

Fig. 6 Contours of Q-criterion at a slice at y=0 with increasing revolution, based on a SAS simulation using

4th order MUSCL and 0.25 degree time-steps for the PSP rotor blade in hover.
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(a) 1st revolution (b) 2nd revolution

(c) 3rd revolution

Fig. 7 Isosurfaces of Q-criterion (value of 0.001) coloured by downwash velocity with increasing revolution,

based on a SAS simulation using 4th order MUSCL and 0.25 degree time-steps for the PSP rotor blade in hover.

The high-order finer time step SAS simulations show a greater evidence of S-shaped structures and wake breakdown

compared to the URANS simulations. Initially, the wake shows highly coherent blade tip vortices with little interaction

of the shear layers with the rotor blade tip vortices. As the simulation progresses tip vortex pairing can be observed in

the lower wake. A wide degree of finer structures is also seen further inboard in the blade root region. By the third

revolution, the wake exhibits a higher degree of secondary structures with more irregularly formed blade tip vortices.

Some evidence of S-shaped like wake structures can be seen in the wake visualisations. As the simulation progress,

it is clear that the wake shows a less coherent structure potentially indicating the start of wake breakdown. The SAS

simulation result is analysed further by looking at a contour of entropy as suggested by [18], shown in Figure 8.

The contours of entropy show a clear interaction of the shear layers with the blade tip vortices. The upper rotor

wake remains fairly structured up to three vortex passages. At the fourth vortex passage, the rotor blade tip vortices

start to pair with multiple interactions with the shear layers that start to curl round the main blade tip vortices. The
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Fig. 8 Contour of entropy after 3 rotor revolutions at a slice at y=0, based on a SAS simulation using 4th order

MUSCL and 0.25 degree time-steps for the PSP rotor blade in hover.

lower wake remains less structured although complete wake breakdown is still not present, as the blade tip vortices are

still visible.

VI. Conclusions

The wake breakdown study showed that scale-resolving simulations are required to examine the flow physics of

rotor wakes. RANS based solutions lead to too high turbulent length scales in the rotor wake and hence dampen out

any secondary flow structures, leading to a highly coherent wake with well formed blade tip vortices. The addition of

the SAS clip shows clear evidence of secondary wake structures and a potential wake instability. As the simulation

progresses the wake structure becomes less coherent, although further revolutions are required to obtain full wake

breakdown which is seen as part of future work. Additionally, different turbulence modelling approaches will also be

examined in future studies.
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